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ABSTRACT

The effect of turbulent flow structures on saltation sand transport was studied during two convective storms in Niger, West Africa. Continuous, synchronous measurements of saltation fluxes and turbulent velocity fluctuations were made with a sampling frequency of 1Hz. The shear stress production was determined from the vertical and streamwise velocity fluctuations. The greatest stress-bearing events were classified as turbulent structures, with sweep, ejection, inward interaction, and outward interaction described according to the quadrant technique. The classified turbulent structures accounted for 63.5 per cent of the average shear stress during the first storm, and 56.0 per cent during the second storm. The percentage of active time was only 20.6 per cent and 15.8 per cent, respectively. High saltation fluxes were associated with sweeps and outward interactions. These two structures contribute positively (sweeps) and negatively (outward interactions) to the shear stress, but have in common that the streamwise velocity component is higher than average. Therefore, the horizontal drag force seems primarily responsible for saltation sand transport, and not the shear stress. This was also reflected by the low correlation coefficients (r) between shear stress and saltation flux (0.12 and 0.14, respectively), while the correlation coefficients between the streamwise velocity component and saltation flux were much higher (0.65 and 0.57, respectively). © 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

A turbulent flow over a solid surface imparts instantaneous and localized levels of shear stress to the fluid–solid interface which are well above the average flow shear stress (Nearing and Parker, 1994). For example, Lapointe (1992) found that 80 per cent of the total shear stress exerted by water in the Fraser River (British Colombia, Canada) could be attributed to isolated events of 3 to 8 s duration, which occupied only 12 per cent of the time. The short events were identified as ejection and inrush structures of the turbulent bursting mechanism.

These turbulent structures can be defined by using horizontal and vertical turbulent velocity fluctuations. The instantaneous streamwise velocity $u$ can be partitioned into a time average $\overline{u}$ and a turbulent fluctuating part $u'$, superposed on the average. The same can be done for the vertical velocity component $v$. In Figure 1, four different turbulent structures are defined based on the quadrant technique (Wallace et al., 1972). An ejection is an upward movement of low-velocity fluid from near the solid surface ($u'<0$, $v'>0$), while a downward movement of high-velocity fluid towards the solid surface ($u'>0$, $v'<0$) is called inrush or sweep. Both events result in a downward momentum transport and, hence, a positive contribution to the turbulent shear stress or Reynolds stress. In addition, two weaker motions, inward and outward interactions, exist. An outward interaction is an upward movement of high-velocity fluid ($u'>0$, $v'>0$), and an inward interaction is a downward movement of low-velocity fluid ($u'<0$, $v'<0$). Both events result in an upward momentum transport.
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and contribute negatively to the shear stress. For realistic flows, a positive shear stress exists. So, on average the absolute magnitude of the negative contributions has to be lower than the positive contributions given by ejections and sweeps (Lu and Willmarth, 1973).

Ejection and sweeps have often been associated with detachment and transportation of sediment. Sweeps are usually associated with the initiation and movement of bed-load transport (saltation + creep), whereas ejections are supposed to be more effective in lifting fine suspended material away from the surface (Dyer, 1986). The present knowledge of the links between the turbulent structures and sediment transport dynamics was mainly obtained from investigations in water flow, usually under laboratory conditions (e.g. Sutherland, 1967; Müller et al., 1971; Sumer and Oguz, 1978; Sumer and Deigaard, 1981; Grass, 1983), but also in geophysical boundary layers (e.g. Heathershaw and Thorne, 1985; Thorne et al., 1989; Lapointe, 1992). These geophysical studies have confirmed the relation between (i) ejections and suspension transport (Lapointe, 1992), and (ii) sweeps and bed-load transport (Heathershaw and Thorne, 1985; Thorne et al., 1989). In addition, the latter two studies revealed that outward interactions, although weaker and less frequent than sweeps, were capable of supporting bed-load movement as well. Heathershaw and Thorne (1985) hypothesized that shear stress is a necessary but not sufficient condition for bed-load transport, and that form drag on individual particles may have greater dynamic significance than the shear stress. This suggests that calculations of bed-load transport should not be based on shear stress alone, as many of the equations predicting bed-load transport rates in water flow generally are (Dyer, 1986; Julien, 1995).

Although much of relevance to sediment transport in turbulent airflows can be gleaned from the studies in aqueous environments, by comparison the role of turbulence in wind-blown particle transport has received very little attention (Butterfield, 1993). From a few wind tunnel studies, the importance of turbulence for entrainment of particles has been inferred (e.g. Bisal and Nielsen, 1962; Lyles and Krauss, 1971; Braaten et al., 1990), and three wind tunnel studies (Butterfield, 1991, 1993; Hardisty, 1993) provide data of instantaneous wind speed and sediment transport. Reports of field experiments are even more scarce. Only two studies were found (Lee, 1987; Butterfield, 1991). In none of these wind tunnel and field studies were the different turbulent structures identified to reveal their significance for wind-blown particle transport.

A better understanding of the wind erosion process, for instance for modelling purposes, requires detailed measurements of particle transport in relation to the turbulent wind flow, both under laboratory and natural circumstances (Bagnold, 1973). According to Butterfield (1993), it is essential that both mass flux and wind velocity histories are characterized to frequencies of at least 1 Hz if realistic and environmentally useful sediment transport relations are to be derived. In this study, data of synchronous measurements of turbulent velocity components and saltation sand transport during convective storms in the West African Sahel were collected. Only saltation transport was measured, because it is generally more easily quantified than creep and suspension transport. Furthermore, saltation is considered to initiate transport by the other two modes (Shao et al., 1993). So, understanding the saltation process also gives insight into creep and suspension transport. The objectives of the study were (i) to determine the magnitude and duration of peak Reynolds stresses, and (ii) to investigate the saltation response to velocity and shear stress fluctuations created by turbulent structures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study site

A field experiment was conducted at the International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) Sahelian Centre in southwest Niger (13°16′N, 2°21′E), during the rainy seasons of 1994 and 1995. The climate of the region is typical Sahelian, with one short (four months) rainy season and high temperatures all year round. In the early rainy season (May–June), large cumulonimbus clouds develop throughout the Sahel and bring the first rains of the new season. Those clouds are often accompanied by short (10–30 min) wind storms that precede rainfall. The storms are the result of strong downdrafts within the cloud that cause a forward outflow of cold air. The violent winds may create a spectacular rolling dust cloud that moves in front of the cumulonimbus cloud. In general, the cumulonimbus clouds move from east to west and the resulting wind direction during storms is expected to be easterly.
Figure 1. Quadrant plot of four discrete momentum exchange structures, based on the turbulent velocity fluctuations in horizontal ($u'$) and vertical ($v'$) directions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size class ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>Mass (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;63</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63–125</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125–250</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250–500</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500–1000</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The field used for the experiment was 90 m by 90 m in size. It was bordered by dirt roads at the northern and eastern sides, by a field protected against wind erosion with crop residues to the south, and by a wind break on the western side. The equipment was positioned such that distances from instruments to the field boundaries exceeded 50 m in the northern and eastern directions, and about 40 m in the southern and western directions.

The whole field was planted with pearl millet (*Pennisetum glaucum*) on 17 June 1994 and 21 June 1995. Sowing was done according to the traditional Sahelian method, with sowing holes, or pockets, at wide spacings of 1 m by 1 m. In each hole approximately 50 to 100 seeds were thrown. Three weeks after sowing, the number of plants in each pocket was manually reduced to three.

The soil at the measurement field is a sandy alfisol with 92.2 per cent sand, 3.0 per cent silt and 4.8 per cent clay in the topsoil. The aggregate size distribution, determined by dry sieving of soil samples, is given in Table I. These sandy soils are very prone to crust formation by high-intensity rainfall in the early rainy season. Strong structural crusts are formed that have typically two layers (Valentin and Bresson, 1992). At some depth (5–10 mm), a thin and dense plasmic layer exists, which consists of fine particles (clay, silt and fine sand) that were washed out from the top layer. The top layer consists of loose, cohesionless sand, which is easily eroded by wind or water. Such a crust existed all the time in the field during the experiments. It was broken by weeding only twice per season, but returned immediately during the next rain.

The soil surface was smooth and without any roughness other than that created by the soil particles themselves, characterized by an average roughness height in the order of 0.001 m. Just after weeding the average roughness height increased to approximately 0.01 m, but in both seasons, no wind storms occurred during these periods. The roughness created by young millet plants was negligible during the first four weeks after sowing. The limited size of the plants (<0.10 m) and the low planting density assured that saltation transport was not significantly influenced by the crop. Surrounding the field, obstacles such as trees and bushes were present. During storms, the upwind distances from the measurement location to the obstacles exceeded in all cases 20 times the height of the obstacle. It was therefore assumed that the wind field at the measurement
location was not significantly disturbed by those obstacles. Saltating sand entering the field was not observed, but suspended dust from other areas was clearly moving into the field during periods of strong storms.

**Measurements**

Wind speed was recorded with a Gill UVW propeller anemometer (R.M. Young Co., model 27005), which measures three orthogonal components \( (U, V \text{ and } W) \) of the wind vector \( (F) \). It consists of propellers with a diameter of 0.22 m, attached to the anemometer by shaft extension with a length of 0.45 m. The range of wind speeds that can be measured is from 0.3 to 25.0 m s\(^{-1}\).

A propeller responds only to that component of the wind vector which is parallel to its axis of rotation. Off-axis response closely approximates a cosine curve, and the propeller does not rotate when wind flow is perpendicular to its axis (Hicks, 1972). The response time of the propellers is defined as the distance constant divided by the wind speed (Fichtl and Kumar, 1974). Use was made of expanded polystyrene propellers, which have a distance constant of 1.0 m (R.M. Young Co.). Hence, the response times of the three propellers are \( U^{-1}, V^{-1} \text{ and } W^{-1} \) (s).

The anemometer was installed at 3 m above the soil surface, which means that the horizontal components \( U \) and \( W \) were measured at 2.95 and 3.05 m, respectively, and the vertical component \( V \) at 3.45 m. The analogue DC voltage signals of the three sensors were sampled at a frequency of 1 Hz with a CR10 data logger (Campbell Scientific Ltd). Since the anemometer was new, it was not calibrated prior to field installation. The recorded signals were converted to wind speeds by using the calibration constant given by the manufacturer.

Saltation transport was measured with the saltiphone, which is a robust saltation sensor that records particle impacts with a microphone. A detailed description of the device was given by Spaan and Van den Abeele (1991). It consists (Figure 2) of a microphone with a membrane of 201 mm\(^2\), placed inside a stainless steel tube (diameter = 0.05 m, length = 0.13 m). The tube is mounted on a ball-bearing and is continuously positioned into the wind by two vanes at the back.

Some of the soil particles moving through the tube hit the membrane of the microphone. The frequency of the signals created depends on the momentum of the impacting particles. High frequency signals are formed by high momentum particles, like saltating sand grains. By amplifying high frequencies and filtering low frequencies, the signals created by saltating sand can be distinguished from other noises, created for instance by wind or suspended dust. The amplified signal of a particle impact produces a pulse that is cut off after 1 ms. Each time a pulse is generated, no other particle impact can be detected. So, theoretically, the maximum number of particle impacts that can be detected is 1000 per second. The actual number of particle impacts can be higher than the number of counted pulses, due to overlap of particle impacts during the same pulse. The output of the saltiphone \( (S) \) in counts per unit of time, therefore, is a relative measure of the saltation flux at the height of the microphone. Wind tunnel tests with the saltiphone (Sterk, 1993) showed that the pulse count rate is linearly related to the measured mass flux at the same height (Figure 3). However, the range of mass fluxes during those experiments was somewhat narrow, and it is uncertain whether the relationship is still valid for higher and lower fluxes.

Three saltiphones were installed in the field. All three sensors were positioned around the UVW anemometer, at 2.0 m from the mast in the north, east and south directions. The height of the centre of the microphones above the soil surface was 0.10 m. The saltiphones were connected to a pulse count expansion (SDM-SW8A) on the CR10 data logger. The maximum input frequency of the SDM-SW8A pulse channels is 100 Hz, which is not sufficient for the saltiphone. In order to reduce the number of incoming pulses, a self-constructed pulse divider was placed between the saltiphone and the data logger. Of every ten incoming pulses, nine were filtered and only one was sent to the data logger. In the output, the number of pulses was multiplied again by ten. Furthermore, an automatic rain gauge (tipping-bucket) was installed to determine the exact moment of onset of rainfall. Like the UW anemometer, the saltiphones and rain gauge were also sampled at a frequency of 1 Hz.

**Analytical procedure**

From the three measured wind components \( U, V \text{ and } W \), the instantaneous wind vector \( F \) and its direction \( \omega \) were calculated, with \( \omega \) being the angle of \( F \) relative to the north. The mean wind vector \( \bar{F} \) and its direction \( \bar{\omega} \)
were calculated for the storm duration, or for periods of 10 min, in the case of storms with long duration. A new orthogonal coordinate system was chosen with the positive $x$-axis parallel to the surface in the direction $\omega$ of the mean flow $\overline{F}$, the positive $y$-axis normal to the surface in an upward direction, and the positive $z$-axis parallel to the surface to the right of the positive $x$-axis. The instantaneous velocity components $U$, $V$ and $W$ were converted to the new components $u$, $v$ and $w$, with $u$ being the instantaneous velocity parallel with $x$, $v$ the instantaneous velocity parallel with $y$, and $w$ the instantaneous velocity parallel with $z$.

The instantaneous velocity components were decomposed into an average and a fluctuating, turbulent part: $u = \overline{u} + u'$; $v = \overline{v} + v'$; $w = \overline{w} + w'$. By definition, $\overline{w}$ is zero, whereas $\overline{v}$ will be close to, but not necessarily equal to, zero. Within a convective storm moving ahead of a cumulonimbus cloud, strong updrafts exist that locally result in a positive $\overline{v}$ component. Moreover, the wind flow is also slightly pushed upward by the anemometer, resulting in a positive $\overline{v}$ component, but this effect is reduced to a minimum by the vertical shaft extension on the UVW anemometer.

The time-average velocity fluctuations $\overline{u}'$, $\overline{v}'$ and $\overline{w}'$ are zero by definition. The time-averages of the squares and mixed products, however, are non-zero, and create the Reynolds stresses. The average stress component, $\tau_{xy} = -\rho \overline{u}' \overline{v}'$ (N m$^{-2}$), gives the streamwise shear stress in a horizontal plane, and is usually considered to be directly related to sediment transport dynamics. Dividing the shear stress by the fluid density ($\rho$) gives the average kinematic stress $-u' v'$ (m$^2$ s$^{-2}$), while the instantaneous values of kinematic stress are represented by $-u' v'$ (Allen, 1994). In the following sections of this paper, emphasis will be placed on the instantaneous and average values of the streamwise kinematic stress.
Table II. Descriptive statistics* of wind parameters and saltation transport during two storms at ICRISAT Sahelian Centre

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>27 June 1994</th>
<th></th>
<th>25 June 1995</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( F \text{ (m s}^{-1})</td>
<td>( u' \text{ (m s}^{-1})</td>
<td>( v' \text{ (m s}^{-1})</td>
<td>(-u'v' \text{ (m}^2\text{s}^{-2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>9.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>97.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand. dev.</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>119.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>12.63</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>15.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>-4.98</td>
<td>-2.71</td>
<td>-7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>17.22</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( F \) is the wind speed; \( u' \) and \( v' \) are the horizontal and vertical turbulent velocity fluctuations; \(-u'v'\) is the kinematic stress; \( S \) is the saltation flux.

The four discrete categories of momentum exchange – ejection, sweep, inward interaction and outward interaction – were defined on the basis of the relative signs of \( u' \) and \( v' \) (Figure 1). In order to avoid the problem of assigning a discrete structure to individual low magnitude stress contributions purely on the basis of the values of \( u' \) and \( v' \), a threshold criterion was defined. Only those events that exceeded the average kinematic stress by at least one standard deviation (\( \sigma \)) were identified as structures. Thus, instantaneous contributions to the average kinematic stress in the interval \([-\bar{u}\bar{v}, -\bar{u}\bar{v} - \sigma, -\bar{u}\bar{v} + \sigma]\) were not assigned by a momentum exchange category from Figure 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 20 storms was recorded during the 1994 and 1995 rainy seasons. Of the collected data, only those periods with more or less continuous saltation transport and without rainfall were used for the analysis. Two typical storms on 27 June 1994 (storm 1) and 25 June 1995 (storm 2), both with a duration of about 10 min and nearly similar average wind speeds (Table II), were selected. During both storms the wind direction was east, hence the data from the saltiphone east of the UVW anemometer was used for the analysis.

Plots of recorded wind speed and saltation response are given for the two storms. In Figure 4, individual fluctuations in wind speed display a range of periods or frequencies in the turbulence spectrum. Low frequency oscillations with a periodicity of several minutes are evident as well as short gusts with a duration of 1 to 5 s. The size of the smallest quasi-horizontal structures or eddies that can be detected from the data is determined by the sampling frequency (1 Hz) and the average wind speed. The wavelength of the smallest detectable structures is equal to the average wind speed divided by the sampling frequency (Wieringa and Rijkkoort, 1983). For both storms, the minimum size is approximately 9.5 m. Hence, it is assumed that the smallest quasi-horizontal eddies detected at 3 m height were large enough to cause at the same time strong horizontal velocity fluctuations near the soil surface. A detailed analysis of the turbulent frequency spectrum will be described in a separate paper.

Here, emphasis is on the saltation response to wind speed and shear stress fluctuations.

The saltation flux was clearly intermittent in nature, with sporadic bursts of intense saltation transport immediately followed by periods without transport (Figure 4). The flow conditions during both storms were only slightly above threshold. As a result, saltation transport occurred only during gusts of varying durations. The saltation system responded quickly to wind speed fluctuations and, in general, a good relationship between instantaneous wind speed and saltation flux exists. Correlation coefficients \( r \) for wind speed and saltation count rate during the two storms are 0.65 and 0.57, respectively. The correlation coefficients are slightly better when the saltiphone recordings are assumed to lag 1 s behind wind speed (0.71 and 0.65). With an assumed lag of 2 s the correlation coefficients are 0.64 and 0.60, respectively, and decrease rapidly with increasing lag. The better correlation at a lag of 1 s indicates that the response time of the saltation system to reach steady state is in the order of 1 s. This result is in accordance with the response time as it was calculated from numerical simulations by Anderson and Haff (1988), and was confirmed by the experiments of Butterfield (1991). However, it seems likely that the response time obtained in this study was influenced by the height difference between saltiphone and anemometer. But it is assumed that this effect was negligible, since the gusts detected at 3 m were caused by structures large enough to cause at the same time strong gusts near the soil surface.
From the data, the threshold wind speed conditions for initiation and cessation of saltation transport could be determined. The threshold wind speed at initiation of saltation was defined by Bagnold (1973) as the fluid threshold, i.e. the threshold at which sand movement starts owing to the direct force of the fluid only. The threshold wind speed at which saltation ceases is similar to Bagnold’s impact threshold, defined as the threshold wind speed at which an initial disturbance of the sand becomes a continuous movement downwind. In other words, the wind alone is insufficient to initiate saltation transport, but saltation is sustained by the combined action of the wind force and the impacts of descending grains.

During both storms, periods of continuous saltation transport alternated with periods of no transport (Figure 4). By selecting each isolated period of continuous saltation, the wind velocities at initiation and cessation of saltation transport were determined. On average, saltation started at 8.48 m s\(^{-1}\) (fluid threshold) and ceased at 7.66 m s\(^{-1}\) (impact threshold) during the first storm. During the second storm, the average fluid threshold was 9.60 m s\(^{-1}\) and the impact threshold was equal to 8.45 m s\(^{-1}\). The higher threshold conditions during the second storm can be explained by wetting of the topsoil due to a light rain (2.0 mm) some 36 h earlier. Soil moisture results in water films surrounding the soil particles which create cohesive forces between the particles. The wind force required to lift particles from a moist surface is therefore higher than during dry conditions (Chepil, 1956). This also explains the lower average saltation flux during the second storm (Table II).

Figure 4. Records of wind speed (\(F\)) and saltation flux (\(S\)) for two Sahelian wind erosion events at ICRISAT Sahelian Centre on (A) 27 June 1994 and (B) 25 June 1995.
Figure 5. Plots of instantaneous kinematic stress (−$u'v'$) and saltation flux (S) for two Sahelian wind erosion events at ICRISAT Sahelian Centre on (A) 27 June 1994 and (B) 25 June 1995.

Table III. Characteristics of four classified turbulent structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Number of events*</th>
<th>Mean duration (s)</th>
<th>Mean stress (m$^2$s$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Contribution to average stress (%)</th>
<th>Mean saltation flux (cts s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27/6/1994</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/6/1995</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 1 = outward interaction; 2 = ejection; 3 = inward interaction; 4 = sweep

The instantaneous contributions to the average kinematic stress for both storms are shown in Figure 5. The average stress is the result of short but intense positive contributions, superposed on negative and weaker positive contributions. Instantaneous stress levels were 10 to 20 times stronger than the average stress level, but they occurred only during a very limited period of time. This intermittency in stress production occurs despite the fact that $u'$ and $v'$ are approximately Gaussian distributed (Table II) and randomly fluctuating quantities when taken separately. The small deviations from the normal distribution cause a non-normal distribution of the...
kinematic stress, which is typical for turbulence (Panofsky and Dutton, 1984). The kinematic stress distribution is characterized by a positive skew (Table II), indicating a relatively frequent occurrence of extreme values.

The kinematic stress events that exceeded the average value by at least one standard deviation were classified as turbulent flow structures. Some characteristics of the structures are given in Table III. Of the average stress at sensor level, the classified structures accounted for 63-5 per cent during the first storm, and 56-0 per cent during the second storm. The percentage of time during which the structures were active was only 20-6 per cent for the first, and 15-8 per cent for the second storm. The number of sweeps and ejections was 41-6 per cent higher than the number of inward and outward interactions, and their positive contributions to the shear stress were about 56 per cent stronger than the total negative stress contributions, resulting in an overall positive shear stress.

A well-defined relationship between the instantaneous kinematic shear stress and saltation flux does not exist. The correlation coefficients for both storms are 0·12 and 0·14, respectively, and when the saltation flux is assumed to lag 1 s behind kinematic stress, the coefficients are 0·05 and 0·15, respectively. Also, no correlation between kinematic shear stress and saltation flux exists when only the time periods with classified turbulent structures are considered. However, mean saltation fluxes for the four classified structures (Table III) reveal that sweeps (class 4) and outward interactions (class 1) were associated with high saltation fluxes, whereas their stress contributions were positive and negative, respectively. Ejections (class 2) and inward interactions (class 3) were not capable of supporting appreciable saltation transport. Obviously, instantaneous contributions to the shear stress were of little significance in terms of saltation transport.

Sweeps and outward interactions have in common that $u'$ is positive (Figure 1), meaning that the instantaneous horizontal wind speed is higher than average. Ejections and inward interactions have negative $u'$ values, or lower than average horizontal wind speeds. Correlation coefficients between $u'$ and saltation flux are exactly the same as the correlation coefficients given earlier between wind speed ($F$) and saltation flux (0·65 and 0·57), whereas the correlation between $v'$ and saltation flux is weak ($-0·18$ and $-0·22$). This is also illustrated in Figure 6, where $u'$, $v'$ and the saltation flux during the first 3 min of the second storm are given. The close correspondence between $u'$ and the saltation flux is clear. The value of $v'$ tended to be negative during periods with saltation transport, but many exceptions can be found as well. These results suggest that the horizontal velocity fluctuations are of much more importance for saltation transport than the vertical velocity fluctuations.

In the foregoing analysis, instantaneous saltation flux was related to shear stress fluctuations measured at 3 m, assuming similar shear stress fluctuations being active near the soil surface at the same time. It is doubtful whether this assumption is correct. A similar assumption was made for the instantaneous wind speed, and the
minimum size (9.5 m) of detectable quasi-horizontal eddies indicates that this assumption was correct. Hence, positive $u'$ values at 3 m were associated with positive values near the soil surface. A positive $v'$ at 3 m does not necessarily mean that $v'$ near the soil surface was positive as well. The vertical velocity fluctuations are produced by small eddies, with a diameter of the order of the height above the ground (Panofsky and Dutton, 1984). So, the observation of a downward moving eddy at 3 m does not necessarily mean that at the same time the shear stress created by the eddy was felt at the soil surface. Furthermore, such an eddy was moved horizontally with the average wind speed, which was an order of magnitude higher than the vertical wind speeds (Table II), resulting in shear stress at the soil surface downwind of the anemometer. This uncertainty may have obscured the shear stress–saltation flux relationship. For instance, the data presented here do not show an exclusive role of sweeps for the initiation of saltation movement, as suggested by Grass (1983). More detailed measurements of instantaneous shear stress near the soil surface would possibly reveal that sweeps are the principal structures associated with initiation of saltation transport.

Despite the uncertainty in the shear stress–saltation flux relationship, it is concluded that for saltation transport the horizontal wind speed component is of much more significance than the vertical component. Turbulent structures with a positive $u'$ component, sweeps and outward interactions, are able to initiate and sustain saltation transport, whereas structures with a negative $u'$ component do not. Apparently, it is not the streamwise shear stress component but the horizontal drag force, proportional to $u^2$, which is the driving force for saltation sand transport. The same was concluded for bed-load transport above a sea bed (Heathershaw and Thorne, 1985; Thorne et al., 1989). This conclusion suggests that saltation transport should not be predicted on the basis of shear stress (or friction velocity) alone, as most of the current transport equations are (Greeley and Iversen, 1985). It would be more useful if horizontal wind speed and its fluctuations, for instance described by the average and standard deviation, were incorporated in saltation transport models.

CONCLUSIONS

Measured fluxes of wind-blown saltation sand transport during two convective storms in the Sahelian zone of Niger showed a high degree of intermittency. Fluctuations in saltation flux were directly related to the gustiness of the wind. The best correlation between instantaneous wind speed and saltation flux was obtained when the measured saltation flux was assumed to lag 1 s behind wind speed. This result confirms that the response time of the saltation system is in the order of 1 s, as calculated by Anderson and Haff (1988).

During the two storms, classified turbulent structures accounted in isolation for 60 per cent of the average shear stress at sensor level, but the active time was only 18 per cent. Of the four turbulent structures that were distinguished by the quadrant technique (Figure 1), only sweeps and outward interactions were able to initiate and sustain saltation transport. Sweeps resulted in positive contributions to the average shear stress, whereas outward interactions contributed negatively to the average shear stress. The two structures have in common that the horizontal wind speed component was higher than average. It is not the streamwise shear stress, therefore, but the horizontal drag force that is primarily responsible for saltation sand transport. This result indicates that saltation transport models should incorporate the horizontal wind speed and its fluctuations as driving variables, instead of using the shear stress or friction velocity alone, as many of the current models do.
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